At Will as Taking
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[The] purpose of the ancient institution of property [is] to protect those claims upon which people rely in their daily lives, reliance that must not be arbitrarily undermined.

— Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 577 (1972)

INTRODUCTION

Property is a legal euphemism for sovereignty. A legitimate claim of property rights endows autonomy, power, and deference. The question of who can do what to whom is often legally answered by first sorting out those who have a legitimate property claim from those who don’t. In the workplace, the stakes of this question are immense.

Courts take for granted that employers are the sole property holders in the workplace. Time and again, work-law conflicts are resolved by this narrative. This is seen, for example, by the doctrine that employers’ right “to protect and continue . . . business” operations trumps striking workers’ interest in not being permanently replaced. And more recently, employers’ constitutional property right was leveraged to declare a California state law guaranteeing union organizers’ access to farmworkers an unconstitutional taking under the Fifth Amendment.

Statutory amendments have proven to be insufficient for challenging the constitutionally anchored employers’ sovereignty. Instead, novel constitutional...
claims are needed. In this Essay, I develop such a claim under the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause: workers have a constitutional property right in their job, which the state takes with at-will employment rules. Thus, at-will rules are a constitutional violation — a taking of workers’ property rights without just compensation.

Anchored in state statutes and in judge-made doctrines, at-will rules allow employers to terminate workers for good reason, bad reason, or no reason at all.

---

8. The wording of such an entitlement will vary in this Essay, for contextual and stylistic reasons. Regardless of phrasing, the meaning is one: workers have a property claim to some if not all aspects of their work, depending on the particular work-as-property theory one chooses to adopt. Infra Part II.

In fact, workers can be terminated with no notice nor other procedural obligations.\textsuperscript{10} Despite more than half a century of struggles and critiques,\textsuperscript{11} at-will rules dominate labor markets today.\textsuperscript{12} Although at will is a mere default rule, which

---

\textsuperscript{10} The canonical legal phrasing is found in \textit{Payne v. Western & Atlantic Railroad}, 81 Tenn. 507, 518 (1884) (“[M]en must be left, without interference to buy and sell where they please, and to discharge or retain employ[e]es at will for good cause or for no cause, or even for bad cause without thereby being guilty of an unlawful act”); see also \textit{Restatement of Emp. L.}, supra note 9, § 2.01 (discussing the default rule of at-will employment); Clyde W. Summers, \textit{Employment at Will in the United States: The Divine Right of Employers}, 3 \textit{U. Pa. J. Lab. & Emp. L} 65, 65 (2000) (describing the at-will doctrine as “endowing employers with divine rights over their employees”); Lawrence E. Blades, \textit{Employment at Will vs. Individual Freedom: On Limiting the Abusive Exercise of Employer Power}, 67 \textit{Colum. L. Rev.} 1404, 1405-06 (1967) (noting that “the law has adhered to the age-old rule that all employers” may dismiss employees for any reason); Lea VanderVelde, \textit{The Anti-Republican Origins of the At-Will Doctrine}, 60 \textit{Am. J. Legal Hist.} 397, 403 (2021) (noting examples of employers being “permitted to act in mean-spirited ways”).


\textsuperscript{12} Jay M. Feinman, \textit{The Development of the Employment at Will Rule}, 20 \textit{Am. J. Legal Hist.} 118, 125 (1976).
can be circumvented by employer-employee contracts or federal and state legislation, significant numbers of U.S. employees remain at-will workers today.\textsuperscript{13}

The effects of the at-will rule are felt throughout the labor market. All workers are precariat by default because of the rule and this precarity is particularly troubling because the United States places jobs at the epicenter of workers’ subsistence. Goods that in other Western democracies are provided on a public basis—such as health insurance, retirement savings, and more—are job-dependent in the United States.\textsuperscript{14}

Thus, while at-will rules apply to the rich and poor alike, their bite is felt most by the low- and middle-income tiers of the labor market.\textsuperscript{15} Wealthy and thereby powerful employees can negotiate notice requirements, just-cause provisions, and extravagant severance packages.\textsuperscript{16} Public-sector and unionized workers can secure protectionist regulations and just-cause provisions in their own small patches of the labor market too.\textsuperscript{17} But workers on the middle and low levels of the labor market have limited information\textsuperscript{18} and no bargaining chips to contractually alter the default.\textsuperscript{19}

Unlike some other default rules, at-will rules do not trace the expectations of workers.\textsuperscript{20} Most workers expect a level of job security that simply does not exist

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{13} Kim, supra note 11, at 106–07; Summers, supra note 10, at 65; Andrias & Hertel-Fernandez, supra note 11, at 9.
\item\textsuperscript{15} Andrias & Hertel-Fernandez, supra note 11, at 4.
\item\textsuperscript{18} Kim, supra note 11, at 106.
\item\textsuperscript{19} See Weiler, supra note 11, at 71-73.
\end{itemize}
in the at-will regime.\textsuperscript{21} Once workers gain information and bargaining power, they reveal a preference for job security as a premium asset in the labor market.\textsuperscript{22}

Furthermore, courts and regulators routinely cite workers’ at-will status to justify workers’ subpar workplace protections.\textsuperscript{23} Examples are plentiful. Public-sector at-will workers enjoy less robust equal-protection rights.\textsuperscript{24} Courts also construct workers’ contractual rights—such as good faith and fair dealing—to align with at will’s precarious nature.\textsuperscript{25}

At-will rules undermine not only the distribution of power vertically between employers and their employees,\textsuperscript{26} but also the distribution of power horizontally among otherwise similarly situated privileged and disadvantaged workers. These rules do so by weakening equal-opportunity laws.\textsuperscript{27} Where most workers are at-will, bosses’ biases and structural discrimination can go unchecked.\textsuperscript{28} When employees have no durable stake in their jobs, keeping grievances to themselves or simply quitting is a rational choice.\textsuperscript{29} Thus, at-will rules

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See Restatement of Emp. L., supra note 9, § 2.01 cmt. a (“[T]he at-will default rule . . . reflects the long-recognized property rights of the employer and therefore any departure from that baseline should be bargained for.”).
\item See Engquist v. Or. Dep’t of Agric., 553 U.S. 591, 609 (2008) (denying equal-protection “class of one” claims for public-sector at-will workers).
\item Restatement of Emp. L., supra note 9, § 2.07 cmt. b (“Jurisdictions that recognize the implied duty [of good faith and fair dealing] in the employment setting therefore also recognize that the duty applies to at will employment in a manner consistent with the essential nature of such an at-will relationship . . . .”).
\item See Ann C. McGinley, Rethinking Civil Rights and Employment at Will: Toward a Coherent National Discharge Policy, 57 Ohio State L.J. 1443, 1459-60 (1996).
\item Cf. Katie R. Eyer, That’s Not Discrimination: American Beliefs and the Limits of Anti-Discrimination Law, 96 Minn. L. Rev. 1275, 1278 (2011) (observing that courts are reluctant to recognize discrimination when there are any plausible alternative explanations).
\item See, e.g., Albert O. Hirschman, Exit, Voice, and Loyalty: Responses to Decline in Firms, Organizations, and States 40 (1970); Anna Stansbury, Do US Firms Have an Incentive To Comply With the FLSA and the NLRA?, Peterson Inst. Int’l Econ. 18 (Sept. 2021), https://equitablegrowth.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/092321-WP-Do-US-
undermine equal opportunity by chilling workers’ voices about inequities and injustices in the workplace. By affecting the poorest and socially excluded workers the most, at-will rules are a regressive policy tool that transfers property rights from employees to employers and workplace power from marginalized groups of employees to socially privileged ones.

U.S. workers have all the skin in the labor market but no power or voice to affect where the market is going.30 Facing increased risk of automation-induced layoffs,31 workers are often nowhere near the table where decisions are made about their lives.32 The at-will employment regime dictates that most U.S. labor-market participants have only an arms-length relationship to their jobs. Once workers become a liability, they are out33—a reality that is a direct result of a clear policy choice.

As they expanded, at-will rules displaced a web of common-law doctrines and legal assumptions under which employment duration was a year by default, and termination before a year had to be for cause and noticed.34 When the


32. See Valerio De Stefano & Virginia Doellgast, Regulating AI at Work: Labour Relations, Automation, and Algorithmic Management, 29 TRANSFER 9, 11-12 (2023) (discussing the difficulties faced by UK workers due to algorithmic management strategies); cf. David H. Autor, Outsourcing at Will: The Contribution of Unjust Dismissal Doctrine to the Growth of Employment Outsourcing, 21 J. LAB. ECON. 1, 27-28 (2003) (reviewing data showing that states with more union participation had higher growth in outsourcing and suggesting that employers in states with more union penetration may use outsourcing as a way to avoid union constraints).


34. Feinman, supra note 12, at 120-21; Summers, supra note 10, at 66.
Framers hired an employee-servant,35 for example, a common-law rule guaranteeing some measure of job security—not the at-will rule—governed that employee-servant’s employment and termination.36

Contractual default rules such as the common-law or at-will rule are not divine or natural laws, nor are they necessary background assumptions.37 Instead, contractual default rules are public-policy choices that do something legally tangible in the world.38 In the private sector, at-will rules center organizational control with management and immunize employers from employees’ legal claims related to termination. In the public sector, at-will rules justify immunity from workers’ claims and provide the benchmark for cutbacks and austerity policies. In both the private and public sectors, at-will rules are the legal tool that the state utilizes to immunize employers from employees’ job security.39

Over the years, courts, regulators, scholars, and workers’ advocates have sought to broaden the exceptions to the at-will rule. The introduction of a public-policy exception, good-faith and fair-dealing doctrines, and the application of the intentional infliction of emotional distress tort narrowed the scope of at-will. Further, labor laws and antidiscrimination legislation created significant substantive and procedural limitations on employers’ ability to terminate employees at will. Most recently, state legislatures introduced sectoral just-cause provisions.40

Yet, the proliferation of arbitration agreements in the private-sector labor market threatens to dismantle doctrinal limitations on the at-will rule. In other words, courts’ predictions about the diminishing importance of the at-will rule41 dissipated in the “black hole” of mandatory arbitration procedures.42 Statutory limitations, including canonical labor and antidiscrimination laws, are

35. “Servant” was—and in some parts of work law, still is—the legal name for an employee.
36. See infra Part III.
38. Cass R. Sunstein, Human Behavior and the Law of Work, 87 Va. L. Rev 205, 208 (2001) (“It is important to emphasize that the employer has these rights not by nature, and not as a result of anything consensual, but because of a distinctly legal decision to confer the relevant rights on the employer rather than the employee.”).
40. See Andrias & Hertel-Fernandez, supra note 11, at 26 (describing such recent legislative initiatives).
41. See, e.g., Novosel v. Nationwide Ins. Co., 721 F.2d 894, 896-98 (3d Cir. 1983) (predicting the diminished importance of the at-will rule following the expansion of doctrinal limitations).
interpreted harmoniously with the at-will rule. The exceptions to the at-will rule, in their current form, are sinking islands giving way to rising at-will sea levels.

The project of curbing the at-will rule by carving out statutory, doctrinal, and contractual exceptions is facing significant headwind. In this Essay, I develop a different approach: a constitutional claim.

In the public sector, workers’ job security, when it exists, connotes a constitutional property right in continued employment. Following the Supreme Court’s decisions in Board of Regents of State Colleges v. Roth and Cleveland Board of Education v. Loudermill, federal and state courts routinely recognize public employees’ property rights in their jobs. In one of the more neglected corners of constitutional law—public-sector personnel law—workers, their unions, and advocates claim, define, and win workers’ property entitlements in the workplace. Although the doctrinal development is convoluted, its basic upshot is clear: when workers are not at-will, courts recognize such workers’ constitutional property rights in their jobs.

Three possible theories justify how job security can create workers’ property rights in a job. First, job security connotes a physical right not to be excluded from the workplace without a sufficient cause. Second, job security entails an in rem guarantee against job termination without a cause. Third, job security connotes entitlement to making legal claims in their jobs, of which contractual claims are the most straightforward examples. These three rationales elucidate why courts understand job security as producing a constitutional property right.

While the gap between the private-sector-rights desert and the public-sector doctrine is significant, the gap stems not from substantive legal principles concerning the relationship between job security and property rights but from the relative obscurity of state action in the private sector. We see claims to property rights in job security only in the public sector rather than in the private sector.

---

43. See infra Section III.B.
44. Consider contractual limitations on at-will status. Union contracts were one of the main institutional alternatives to the at-will regime. Union density and collective bargaining coverage in the United States have been shrinking steadily for the past seventy years, and with them, the just-cause regime that such union contracts often included. See Michael Goldfield & Amy Bromsen, The Changing Landscape of US Unions in Historical and Comparative Perspective, 16 Ann. Rev. Pol. Sci. 231 (2013).
45. See infra Part I.
46. 408 U.S. 564 (1972).
48. See infra Part I.
49. See infra Part I.
50. See infra Part I.
because constitutional-rights claims can only be brought against state actors, and state action is less obvious when the actor is a private-sector employer. Unlike public-sector workers, most private-sector workers have little chance of proving that they are not at-will and would have difficulty litigating a claim that their private-sector employers violated their constitutional property rights, as no state action is directly involved in the specific act of termination.

But state action is present even in private-sector employment. Private-sector workers can claim that the state is unconstitutionally taking their property by enacting and enforcing the at-will regime. As a sword, an at-will-as-takings claim can be used by private-sector workers to attack the prevailing at-will termination regime in forty-nine states. In most of the United States, workers are defined as property-less unless proven otherwise. In some states, this policy is manifested in state legislation and in others, in judge-made doctrine. Both regulatory instruments are state actions susceptible to takings claims.

Additionally, public-sector workers can add takings claims to their existing legal arsenals, which already include property-based claims but not takings claims. Concretely, as a shield, an at-will-as-takings claim can be used to defend public-sector workers from losing job security through the expansion of the at-will rule into public-sector workplaces. Workers can use such a claim to push back against the privatization and precaritization of the public sector.

Following recent Supreme Court decisions such as Cedar Point Nursery v. Hassid, some critics argue that the Court has gone too far in protecting property rights against the regulatory state under the Takings Clause. In this Essay, however, I claim that the current takings doctrine does not go far enough.

Scholars who caution against an aggressive takings doctrine for democratic, egalitarian, or worker-facing reasons concede the major premise that employers are the sole property owners in the workplace. These scholars perceive the existing regulatory state as the baseline from which a democratic and egalitarian polity may flourish. But this vision is as pragmatic as it is rigid. This Essay

51. See supra note 9.
52. See Barton H. Thompson, Jr., Judicial Takings, 76 VA. L. REV. 1449, 1541-44 (1990) (noting that the Supreme Court is unlikely to apply takings protections to judicial decisions but nevertheless advocating for takings protections to apply to the judiciary).
53. On the limitations of contemporary claims by public-sector workers, see Part I and Section II.C.
54. See infra Section II.A.
diverges from the traditional path by proposing a new articulation of labor-oriented and progressive constitutional imagination. If workers and their communities seek to countervail the autonomy, power, and deference employers enjoy in the U.S. political economy, a systematic examination of first principles is called for.

This Essay proceeds as follows: Part I introduces the doctrine of job security as creating a property right; Part II describes the at-will rule’s direct and indirect effects on workers; Part III draws the broad parameters of the at-will-as-takings sword and shield claims; and Part IV outlines some of the theoretical implications of this legal claim. A short conclusion follows.

I. JOB SECURITY AS PROPERTY—THE STATE OF THE DOCTRINE

Job security connotes workers’ constitutional property rights in their jobs.58 But currently courts only recognize these rights for public-sector workers, and only in individual constitutional due-process claims. In this Part, I will describe this existing body of law and propose two legal and theoretical leaps: first, from constitutional due-process claims to constitutional takings claims, and second, from public-sector employees’ rights against public-sector employers to private-sector workers’ rights against the state.

I will use established constitutional and property doctrines as applied to the public-sector workplace to argue for a general principle that job security is a constitutionally protected form of property right.59 Subsequently, in the next Part, I will offer three justifications for that conclusion and defend the argument against possible critiques. In the following Parts, I will argue that at-will rules are taking workers’ property rights and are thus susceptible to constitutional takings claims.60

59. In the following Part, I rely heavily on 2 Isidore Silver, Public Employee Discharge and Discipline § 17 (2017).
60. My focus is on federal constitutional law, as I leave state constitutional requirements for future study. For a discussion of property rights in state constitutional law, see, for example, Durham v. Fields, 588 A.2d 352, 357-61 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1991), which discusses state constitutional due-process rights; and Evans v. Cowan, 510 S.E.2d 170, 173-74 (N.C. Ct. App. 1999), which notes that North Carolina constitutional due process is generally equivalent to federal due process.
In the public sector, as in the private sector, the default termination rule is employment at will.\textsuperscript{61} This means that, without other indications (from a myriad of possible sources, such as contractual language, managerial promises, or statutory language), courts assume a worker is employed at will.\textsuperscript{62} Such public-sector at-will workers enjoy no job protection.\textsuperscript{63}

Public-sector at-will rules are often coded into concrete authorities or broad defaults of the appointing public body.\textsuperscript{64} Examples can be found in city ordinances,\textsuperscript{65} state constitutions\textsuperscript{66} and laws, federal regulations, and statutes. The Director of the CIA’s statutory authority to discharge, for example, has been construed as establishing an at-will-type termination regime in the agency, precluding property-based claims.\textsuperscript{68}

In jurisdictions where at-will rules are not expressly codified, courts can derive workers’ at-will status from a particular governance structure. For example,


\textsuperscript{63} See, e.g., Zeigler v. Jackson, 716 F.2d 847, 849 (11th Cir. 1983) (holding that the absence of a for-cause clause in a city ordinance meant that workers were at will).

\textsuperscript{64} See, e.g., Fla. Stat. § 30.53 (2023).


\textsuperscript{66} See, e.g., La. Const. Ann. art. 10, § 8 (2024); Shows, 463 So. 2d at 886 (finding that a contrary contract guaranteeing an employee two years of employment was invalid).


\textsuperscript{68} Doe v. Gates, 981 F.2d 1316, 1320 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (holding that the NSA allows the CIA director to use discretion in termination decisions when he deems it is in “the interests of the United States”).
in municipalities, courts have derived the at-will status of some employees from a “council-manager” or an “aldermanic” form of local government. In the federal government, workers hired as “excepted service,” meaning outside of traditional competitive-hiring procedures (to fill urgent vacancies, for example), are considered at will by default and can face significant obstacles in obtaining job security.

Despite the at-will default, some public-sector workers have leveraged their job security to gain recognition of their constitutionally protected property entitlement. Courts overwhelmingly affirm the connection between public-sector job security and property rights. In fact, for many courts, these terms—job security and property rights on the job—are synonyms. The most common term for a property-granting job-security employment arrangement is “just cause.” If public-sector employees prove that an employer can terminate them only for “just cause,” courts recognize that these employees have property rights in their positions. The recognition of this property right generally occurs in the context of the state’s due-process obligations under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.

Courts recognize various sources of job security and, therefore, multiple sources of property entitlements in their jobs. Consider some examples. Both state laws and local ordinances can create property rights when those sources

69. See, e.g., Mills v. Leath, 709 F. Supp. 671, 674 (D.S.C. 1988) (stating that the Council-Manager form of government naming the City Manager the “Chief Executive officer” of the administrative branch of the municipal government effectively makes all municipal employees “at-will”).

70. Finck v. City of Tea, 443 N.W.2d 632, 634 (S.D. 1989) (citing S.D. Codified Laws § 9-14-13 (1890)) (holding that in the aldermanic form of government, the mayor is the city’s CEO and has the power to terminate appointive city officers whenever he believes it is in the interests of the city, but he must report his reasons to the council).


73. See, e.g., Bailey v. Kirk, 777 F.2d 567, 574 (10th Cir. 1985) (holding that when a public employee could not be suspended without pay except for cause, it created a property interest in continued employment); Mancini v. Northampton Cnty., 836 F.3d 308, 315 (3d Cir. 2016) (holding that just-cause employment entails a protected property interest in the job); Clouser v. City of Thornton, 676 F. Supp. 228, 230 (D. Colo. 1987) (noting that when an employee can only be dismissed for cause, property rights are involved).

74. Riano v. McDonald, 833 F.3d 830, 834 (7th Cir. 2016) (citing Carmody v. Bd. of Trs. of the Univ. of Ill., 747 F.3d 470, 474 (7th Cir. 2014)) (finding property interest in the job created due-process obligations); McCauley v. Thygerson, 732 F.2d 978, 982 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (holding that an employee had “no expectation of continued employment absent ‘cause’ for dismissal” and therefore did not have a property interest protected under the Due Process Clause).
indicate workers have job security.75 The same goes for broad policy statements an employer makes.76 Collective-bargaining agreements,77 individual contracts,78 employee handbooks,79 and internal merit systems have also been found to entitle workers to job security and property rights.80 Courts have even found that more informal sources—including an employer’s oral statements,81


76. See, e.g., Nicholson v. Gant, 816 F.2d 591, 597 (11th Cir. 1987) (holding that an employee handbook policy discussing for-cause termination supported plaintiff’s claim to a constitutionally protected property interest).

77. Brew v. Sch. Bd. of Orange Cnty., 626 F. Supp. 709, 714 (M.D. Fla. 1985) (recognizing that a union contract may serve as the basis of property rights); In re Grievance of Morrissey, 538 A.2d 678, 683 n.1 (Vt. 1987) (confirming that a collective-bargaining agreement requiring “just cause” for termination vests employees with a property interest in continued employment).

78. Breeden v. City of Nome, 628 P.2d 924, 926 (Alaska 1981) (holding that an employment contract may create job-security entitlement); Ray v. Nampa Sch. Dist., 814 P.2d 17, 22 (Idaho 1991) (finding that an electrician may have a property interest in his employment even without a formal employment contract); Romano v. Harrington, 664 F. Supp. 675, 681-82 (E.D.N.Y. 1987) (noting that a faculty advisor of a school newspaper may have a property interest in his position).

79. See, e.g., Hardric v. City of Stevenson, 843 So. 2d 206, 209-10 (Ala. Civ. App. 2002) (noting that violation of handbook termination procedure may be a basis for a due-process claim); Anderson-Free v. Steptoe, 970 F. Supp. 945, 954-55 (M.D. Ala. 1997) (finding that a nontenured teacher may possibly establish a property interest based on language in an employee handbook); Baum v. Webb, 863 F. Supp. 918, 922-23 (E.D. Ark. 1994) (deciding a handbook entitled an employee to a property interest in his job, but that his procedural due-process rights were not violated); Saxe v. Bd. of Trs. of Metro. State Coll. of Denver, 179 P.3d 67, 77-78 (Colo. App. 2007) (holding that an employee handbook may be found to contain a vested right in tenure); Conley v. Bd. of Trs. of Grenada Cnty. Hosp., 707 F.2d 175, 181 (5th Cir. 1983) (noting that reliance on an employee handbook created a property interest).

80. Hummel v. Baldwin Cnty., 926 So. 2d 1043, 1050 (Ala. Civ. App. 2005) (reversing summary judgment based on an employee’s claim of property interest in his job due to the alleged “merit-system” nature of his job differing from his stated position, possibly making him a full-time employee who would have been deprived of due-process rights).

81. Green v. City of Hamilton, Hous. Auth. 937 F.2d 1561, 1564 (11th Cir. 1991) (holding that an employee with a “permanent” contract can establish a property interest in continued employment, and such a “permanent” contract may be oral).
promises and assurances,⁸² and practices and customs⁸³—can count toward de facto job security and, in some cases, recognized property entitlement.⁸⁴ In addition, various state employment and contract doctrines have also been found to establish property rights via job security for workers.⁸⁵ In other words, all of these diverse sources create what can be constitutionally recognized as job security sufficient for a property right.⁸⁶

The test that courts use for identifying job security sufficient for constitutional protection is consistent with the Supreme Court’s ruling in Board of Regents v. Roth.⁸⁷ There, the Court held that “[t]o have a property interest in a benefit, a person clearly must have more than an abstract need or desire for it. He must have more than a unilateral expectation of it. He must, instead, have a legitimate claim of entitlement to it.”⁸⁸

⁸². Lee v. City of Gadsden, 592 So. 2d 1036, 1038-39 (Ala. 1992) (addressing the authority of a supervisor to promise long-term employment and alter at-will status); Gladden v. Ark. Childs. Hosp., 728 S.W.2d 501, 505 (Ark. 1987) (stating that employee-handbook conditions may modify otherwise at-will employment); Thomas v. City of L.A., 676 F. Supp. 976, 982-84 (C.D. Cal. 1987) (finding that an employee has a property interest based on his employer’s promise of long-term employment as well as a hearing before dismissal). But see Santella v. City of Chi., 936 F.2d 328, 332 (7th Cir. 1991) (deciding an employee has no legitimate property interest in a title that was promised to him because the promise was “unauthorized, non-binding, and without legal effect”).


⁸⁶. But see Hartnett v. Stern, 670 F. Supp. 155, 156-57 (W.D. Pa. 1987) (stating that only the state legislature can create property interests), aff’d, 845 F.2d 1012 (3d Cir. 1988) (unpublished table decision); Kando v. R.I. State Bd. of Elections, 880 F.3d 53, 59-60 (1st Cir. 2018) (holding that even if the state board of elections had wanted to override the plaintiff’s at-will status, state law prohibited it from doing so); Hasanaj v. Detroit Pub. Schs. Cmty. Dist., 35 F.4th 437, 448 (6th Cir. 2022) (“If a plaintiff is not entitled to tenure under a governing statute, he has no ‘legitimate claim’ to job tenure regardless of the institution’s policies and conduct.”).

⁸⁷. 408 U.S. 564 (1972).

⁸⁸. Id. at 577.
Following Roth, the test courts use is whether the employee could reasonably expect their employment would not be terminated without cause.\textsuperscript{89} In other words, if an employee manages to circumvent the assumption of at-will status, courts recognize the employee’s property entitlements in their job.\textsuperscript{90} Remove the at-will status and what you are left with is a property right.

But when workers have at-will status, courts tend not to recognize a property right.\textsuperscript{91} Workers with temporary statuses, like probationary workers, for whom employment can be ended unilaterally by the employer, do not have a property right.\textsuperscript{92} Additionally, workers in a position not contractually guaranteed to them do not have a constitutionally protected right to a future job. When such a worker’s fixed-term contract ends, they cannot claim a constitutionally protected right to continued employment beyond the contractual term’s end.\textsuperscript{93} In Roth, for example, the Supreme Court rejected a state-university assistant professor’s claim to have a property interest stretching beyond the explicit one-year contractual term that he had signed on for.\textsuperscript{94} But the Court has recognized property interests in jobs where academic job-security protections, such as tenure, were

\textsuperscript{89} See McGraw v. City of Huntington Beach, 882 F.2d 384, 390 (9th Cir. 1989) (stating the reasonable expectation test); Hawkshead v. Cnty. of Sarasota, 738 F. Supp. 470, 473 (M.D. Fla. 1990) (repeating plaintiff’s argument for expectation of job security as a possible reason for the departure from at-will employment); Goodisman v. Lytle, 724 F.2d 818, 821 (9th Cir. 1984) (explaining that unilateral, subjective expectation of tenure does not create a property right).

\textsuperscript{90} See Meade v. Moraine Valley Cmty. Coll., 770 F.3d 680, 687-88 (7th Cir. 2014) (holding that a fixed-duration contract is not at-will and therefore confers property entitlements); Campbell v. City of Champaign, 940 F.2d 1111, 1112-13 (7th Cir. 1991) (explaining that service “at pleasure” is at-will and therefore does not grant property entitlements).

\textsuperscript{91} See, e.g., DeWitt v. Gainous, 628 So. 2d 418, 420 (Ala. 1993) (holding that at-will workers “serve at the pleasure of” their employers); O’Bannon v. Town Ct. Nursing Ctr., 447 U.S. 773, 796 (1980); Laureano-Agosto v. Garcia-Caraballo, 731 F.2d 101, 103 (1st Cir. 1984); Beitzell v. Jeffrey, 643 F.2d 870, 874 (1st Cir. 1981); Cordero v. De Jesus-Mendez, 867 F.2d 1, 16 (1st Cir. 1989).

\textsuperscript{92} See, e.g., Wright v. Tarrant City Bd. of Educ., 518 So. 2d 144, 145-46 (Ala. Civ. App. 1987) (holding that a probationary teacher did not have a property right in her job); Baron v. State, 270 F. App’x 706, 708-09 (9th Cir. 2008) (same for probationary public employee).

\textsuperscript{93} See, e.g., Price v. Bd. of Educ. of Chicago, 755 F.3d 605, 609-11 (7th Cir. 2014) (holding that a lack of right in filling vacancies after layoffs indicates that no property interest was involved).

\textsuperscript{94} 408 U.S. 564, 578 (1972).
involved, and have found due-process protections in cases of termination without cause during a contractual term.

The legal threshold for what counts as a sufficient rebuttal of at-will status is murky for both the public and private sectors alike. Part of the difficulty is that courts and advocates identify a wide variety of legal sources as guaranteeing job security. But once workers jump through the governing legal hoops to break out of their at-will status, a property right in their job is recognized. Such rebuttals of at-will status happen mostly in the context of termination (the classic scenario) but can apply to denial of promotions and raises too.

Job security is the key to recognizing property rights on the job. In other words, as long as the employer retains the authority of unilateral action over an employee’s continued work, no property right is recognized. Property rights have been acknowledged where workers achieved and maintained a just-cause job in an honest (nonfraudulent) way.

While plaintiffs utilize many sources to prove their claims of job security, courts are cautious of overreach. Courts are explicit, for example, that not all

---


97. See, e.g., Jenkins v. Cnty. of Riverside, 41 Cal. Rptr. 3d 686, 697-704 (Cal. Ct. App. 2006) (holding that public-policy considerations determine whether or not a temporary employee is eligible for de facto tenure); McGraw v. City of Huntington Beach, 882 F.2d 384, 388 (9th Cir. 1989) (finding general policy statements sufficient to establish job security).

98. Summers, supra note 10, at 84.


100. See, e.g., Yatvin v. Madison Metro. Sch. Dist., 840 F.2d 412, 417 (7th Cir. 1988) (holding that a promotion can be considered an employee’s property right if reasonable expectation is established).

101. See, e.g., Sanchez v. City of Santa Ana, 915 F.2d 424, 428-29 (9th Cir. 1990) (recognizing merit pay as property interest).


104. See, e.g., Hannon v. Turnage, 892 F.2d 653, 661 (7th Cir. 1990) (holding that there is no property interest involved where an appointment to a public position was void due to lack of disclosure).
rights on the job are sufficient to establish a property entitlement. For example, an employer’s obligation to justify a termination decision,\textsuperscript{105} or the mere existence of an internal grievance procedure a worker can utilize to appeal a termination decision, is insufficient to create a property entitlement.\textsuperscript{106} Instead, the judicial inquiry tends to focus on whether there is a major limitation on the employer’s discretion.

Some limitations on employers’ rights to terminate—such as statutory prohibitions on terminating employment for discriminatory reasons—are insufficient to create a property entitlement.\textsuperscript{107} In addition, contractual protections against termination for specific causes (as opposed to generalized just-cause provisions) do not generate the level of job security sufficient to create a property entitlement.\textsuperscript{108} The limitation on employers’ power needs to be universal, encompassing an open-ended set of causes for protection.\textsuperscript{109} Furthermore, claims of injustice, even severe ones, cannot by themselves create a property entitlement; a property right exists because of the parties’ relations to each other and workers’ reasonable expectations for job security, not because a worker suffered a harm.\textsuperscript{110}

The above limitations on finding a worker’s property interest in their job illustrate the rule. If an employer maintains unlimited discretion over a worker’s continued employment, that worker has no job security and thus no constitutionally recognized property right. But courts are thin on justifications. In the

\textsuperscript{105} Evans v. City of Dallas, 861 F.2d 846, 850 (5th Cir. 1988) (holding that unilateral expectation of employment security because of the existence of a termination procedure is insufficient to create a property right).


\textsuperscript{107} Evans v. Pugh, 902 F.2d 689, 693 (8th Cir. 1990) (holding that an act preventing age discrimination did not create a property right); Fink v. Kitzman, 881 F. Supp. 1347, 1398-1400 (N.D. Iowa 1995) (holding that an antidiscrimination ordinance did not alter at-will employment).

\textsuperscript{108} Ganz v. Zagel, 550 N.E.2d 1007, 1057 (holding that a training-manual provision allowing for reassignment in case of personality conflict is not sufficient to create property entitlements).

\textsuperscript{109} See, e.g., Copple v. City of Concordia, 814 F. Supp. 1529, 1537 (D. Kan. 1993); Whitehead v. Univ. of Tex., 854 S.W.2d 175, 181 (Tex. Ct. App. 1993) (holding that there is no property right if employers’ substantive decisionmaking powers are not limited).

\textsuperscript{110} Wulf v. City of Wichita, 644 F. Supp. 1211, 1222 (D. Kan. 1986) (holding that a property right on the job cannot stem from the mere act of termination), \textit{rev’d on other grounds}, 883 F.2d 842 (10th Cir. 1989).
next Part, I will attempt to draw out some of the principles underlying the doctrine's connection of job security to constitutional property.

II. EXPANDING PROPERTY RIGHTS

Although courts have recognized job security as creating workers’ property entitlements in their jobs, they have done so only in the public sector and usually under the Due Process Clause. By identifying justifications for recognizing such employees’ property rights, I can then expand the constitutional claim from the public-sector to the private-sector employer and from due-process claims to takings claims.

A. Justifications for Tying Job Security to Constitutional Property

In this Part, I offer three substantive justifications for connecting workers’ property on the job to their level of job security. Such theoretical exercise is necessary, because the Constitution does not define what it means by “property,” nor has the Supreme Court clearly filled in the apparent gap. It is unclear, for example, if the word “property” means the same thing in all clauses in the Constitution and in all contexts. We do know that constitutional property stretches beyond land or physical “things.” A state can unconstitutionally “take” a contract, for example. And the examples in Section I.A show that employees can have property rights in their jobs. Still, identifying a coherent principle to delimit what is constitutional property has proven to be a consistent challenge.

One common legal strategy for overcoming property’s definitional ambiguity is to determine property by its source. This source theory of property accepts that property, including federal constitutional property, is whatever state law defines as property. But this anchoring offers little help, as states are not immune from judicial scrutiny in cases of constitutional claims for breaches of constitutional property rights, such as takings claims. States cannot defeat constitutional property claims simply by defining property narrowly. For example, restricting property usage by regulation can count as a constitutional taking even if done by state law.

112. Id.
114. See, e.g., Moore v. Harper, 600 U.S. 1, 34 (2023) (citing Roth for the proposition that state law can define property rights but noting that states are still subject to the Takings Clause).
I acknowledge the difficulty of defining property. Because my goal is to develop a takings claim, I will also avoid relying on the source theory of constitutional property, which creates circular reasoning in takings contexts. Instead, I will examine substantive justifications for connecting workers' property in their jobs to their level of job security.116

In this Part, I explore three theories: property stems from reliance and control; property on the job stems from a theory of physical space; and the property in job security is the ability to raise a legal claim against the employer.

The physical theory is perhaps the most intuitive one: job security creates a right to physically occupy the workplace, and the right to physically occupy a space is one traditionally associated with property ownership. Job security means that no one, including the employer, has a right to remove the worker from the workplace without a sufficient reason.117 The right that workers with job security have—and the right at-will workers do not have—is the right to physically occupy space. This theory ties the strength of property protections to the security of employees' positions because the more robust the job security, the greater the employee's claim against physical exclusion from their workplace. Under this framework, at-will employment allows an employer to exclude a worker from their premises “at will.”118 On the other hand, a just-cause regime protects the worker from exclusion from the employer's property unless good cause is present.

Under the physical theory, just-cause public-sector workers hold constitutionally protected property rights not to be excluded from their workplace. Such understanding of the workplace as a specific physical location has deep roots in work law history.119 Common-law treatment of master-servant relations provides some internal restrictions on what rights a property owner qua employer holds. Such a common-law employer shared a property—that is, a household—with a quasi-just-cause employee once such a relationship was established. At-will rules modified this common-law understanding of shared property rights by excluding at-will workers from property entitlements.


117. I owe this way of looking at employment relations to Professor Mark Tushnet. E-mail from Mark Tushnet, Professor of L., Harv. L. Sch., to Gali Racabi, (Apr. 5, 2021, 9:53 PM) (on file with author).

118. Beermann & Singer, supra note 37, at 946.

119. See Yiran Zhang, Home as a Non-Workplace, B.U. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2024) (manuscript at 7-12) (on file with author) (describing work as place-bound activity and surveying the history of the home as a workplace).
A second justification for the link courts make between job security and a property entitlement is workers’ reliance and dependence on their jobs.\textsuperscript{120} Property relations connote a formal recognition and cementation of stable relations between people, communities, and objects. And property on the job entails legal entrenchment of stable relations between a worker and their work against others—those in the community and their boss. This theory of job security’s relationship to property rights pervades the public-sector case law. Once an employee demonstrates a reasonable expectation of continuation of employment—rebutting the at-will presumption—a property interest is recognized.

Such reliance-based property rights are rights against the world, or rights \textit{in rem}.\textsuperscript{121} Under contemporary employment law, all workers (at will and not) already have a limited, yet judicially recognized, property right against third-party interventions in their employment contracts. In other words, all workers already enjoy an almost complete \textit{in rem} right against intervention in their work. Job security closes the \textit{in rem} loop by immunizing workers from certain actions by employers. Thus job security is property because workers are protected from arbitrary interference in their job against all.

The third theory rests on the understanding that legal claim-making is itself a property right. Here, job security is a shorthand for all work-law claims, first and foremost contractual claims, which are available to just-cause workers. Such contractual claims are significantly limited under an at-will regime.

All three of these theories can support the recognition of workers’ constitutionally protected property rights in their jobs outside of the public sector and under the Takings Clause. To put it differently, these theories, although derived from cases concerning job security as a property entitlement in the public sector and under the Due Process Clause, are not limited to those contexts, and apply equally to the private sector and to Takings-Clause claims. In the following Section, I will show that the rationales underlying the recognition of job security as creating a form of property in the public sector also apply to private-sector work.

\textbf{B. From the Public-Sector Employer to the Private-Sector Regulator}

Outside the public sector, it is both rare for workers to prove they have a constitutionally protected property interest in their job against their private-sector employer and also difficult for such a property interest to form the basis of a legal claim. It is rare because at-will rules that govern the majority of U.S. workers undercut the availability of job security as a basis for these workers’ property-based claims. But even if a private-sector worker had the necessary job security

\begin{footnotes}
\item[120.] Beermann & Singer, \textit{supra} note 37, at 947.
\item[121.] Stern, \textit{supra} note 111, at 292.
\end{footnotes}
to assert a constitutionally recognized property interest, their legal claim would be futile without a state actor to blame for their deprivation of property. One of the main propositions of this Essay is that the Takings Clause can be used precisely as this bridge from workers’ property-based claims in the public workplace to the private one.

Workers’ lack of property interests in their private-sector jobs is generally assumed rather than reasoned. Entire books122 and articles123 both document and critique the tendency of courts to assume away workers’ property-based claims. Unlike employees, employers routinely use constitutional claims to shape the private workplace.124 But outside the public sector, workers rarely bring constitutional claims against their employers.125

Employers have honed constitutional arguments against worker-protective statutes, agencies, and regulators. Workers sue employers, employers sue the state. But this pattern is a political habit more than a reasoned baseline.

If public-sector work is equivalent to private-sector work with regard to the justifications for recognizing job security as creating a property right, then transposing such rights is a technicality. All three theories of why job security creates property entitlements are not unique to the public-sector employer. For example, private-sector job security means workers have a right to the physical space of their workplace. An employer does not need to be in the public sector for a court to recognize such a property interest. Reliance, perhaps the hallmark of constitutional property, is not dependent on whether an employer is a private or a public entity; both can create legitimate expectations sufficient for the creation of constitutional property. Same with the claim-making theory described in Section II.A—it matters not whether that property right was formed vis-à-vis a public employer or a private one.

One likely rebuttal is the argument that the public workplace is not analogous to the private one. Critics might argue that when courts identify a property interest resulting from public-sector job security, they actually find a property

---

122. See generally James B. Atleson, Values and Assumptions in American Labor Law (1983) (critiquing implicit values and assumptions in U.S. labor law that are unsympathetic to workers).

123. See generally Beermann & Singer, supra note 37 (critiquing proemployer biases in courts’ “baseline” assumptions underlying legal reasoning); Racabi, Balancing is for Suckers, supra note 7, at 101-06 (critiquing courts’ and the NLRB’s balancing of workers’ statutory rights against employers’ interests).


125. A notable outlier is the public-policy exception to the at-will rule, which at least in one state can include constitutional free speech arguments. See Novosel v. Nationwide Ins. Co., 721 F.2d 894, 899-901 (3d Cir. 1983).
interest in a state-based benefit or privilege; public-sector jobs are equivalent to welfare payments. In this view, public-sector employment is nothing more than a perk. Thus, like other state-based privileges, when a court identifies a sufficient reliance interest, that privilege can rise to the level of a property interest for the sake of a due-process claim.

Under current public-sector due-process doctrine, this reasoning is not explicit. But perhaps it can be ascertained from the judicial demand that workers identify a monetary harm before raising a constitutional claim for property in their jobs. Mere damage to intangibles, like personal growth or satisfaction, is insufficient to demonstrate harm to property. Public-sector work is thus analogous to welfare payments in that work is nothing but a state-based cash flow which is guaranteed by a property right.

In this case, the critic would conclude that the analogy between public-sector and private-sector work is inapt because in the private sector, work is simply work, and in the public sector, work is a public benefit. Thus, the constitutional law governing property interests in the public sector is inapplicable to the private sector due to this substantive difference between the two.

Although applying existing doctrine from the public sector to the private one does require a novel extension, the above challenge is unpersuasive.

First, courts do recognize property rights in private-sector employment, including at-will employment, albeit outside of constitutional claims. Indeed, the notable exception for finding workers’ property rights in their job without job security comes from the private sector, where the Supreme Court recognized at-will employment as bestowing property rights against third-party interventions under federal law. Workers’ reliance interests in their jobs – held by the worker against intervening third parties, not against the employer – are already recognized by private-sector employment law.

Second, courts generally do not treat public-sector employment as a privilege or even as a welfare benefit. Courts have recognized welfare as property since the 1970s, but compared to public-sector job-security adjudication, welfare-as-property litigants have had much less success in constitutional doctrine.

126. The classic formulation of public-sector employment as a privilege is found in McAtuliff v. Mayor of New Bedford, 29 N.E. 517, 518 (Mass. 1892).
129. Stern, supra note 111, at 281.
Constitutional doctrine explicitly rejected the premise that public-sector employment is a mere privilege, and public-sector employment as property is still good and evolving law.

Third, public-sector employer-employee relations are more akin to private-sector employer-employee relations than they are to the relations between welfare-benefit recipients and the state. For example, like private-sector work law, public-sector employment law recognizes and emphasizes the importance of workplace control. Public-sector work law emphasizes control not just for reasons of managing expenditures and budgets but also because of specific workplace-related features. For example, it is legally enshrined that effective management of workers is a crucial limiting factor in deciding how far and deep the Constitution reaches into the public-sector workplace. This concern mirrors courts’ handling of private-sector matters. If there is a substantive difference between public- and private-sector workplaces, it is not an obvious one.

In sum, all three theories connecting property rights and job security can make the jump from their public-sector-law origins to the private sector. In fact, there would be little doctrinal coherence in limiting their applicability to the public sector. The implication of this doctrinal shift alone could be substantial. But still, the claim that at-will employment constitutes a constitutional taking requires an additional doctrinal expansion: the transposition of the property entitlement under the Due Process Clause to the Takings Clause context. The first step is understanding the limits of a due-process claim.

C. The Limits of the Due-Process Claim

Most cases recognizing workers’ property rights in their jobs have been brought under the Due Process Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. But the due-process right provides no substantive protection for public-sector employees and immunizes legislative deprivations of property. Such

property cannot be stretched to impose a constitutional limitation on the power of Congress to make substantive changes in the law of entitlement to public benefits.” (internal quotation marks and citation omitted)).


134. Rosenthal, supra note 132 (making the comparison); Racabi, Abolish the Employer Prerogative, supra note 4, at 92-95 (same).
limitations make due process difficult to pursue as a collective remedy. Takings claims, both against broad public-sector reforms and private-sector at-will rules, are collective challenges. Thus, expanding claims beyond the Due Process Clause to the Takings Clause would be beneficial.

Another significant weakness of due-process claims is that courts treat law-making and legislation as inherently fulfilling procedural due-process requirements. Thus, public-sector workers can bring constitutional due-process claims when they have sufficient levels of job security, but only as to the procedure that led to their individual job-removal decisions—such as the decision to terminate, not extend an employment contract, or degrade the terms and conditions of employment. They cannot bring due-process claims against legislative reforms that deprive entire classes of workers of their job security. Further, due-process claims are limited in scope. Even employees with a recognized property interest in a job are not entitled to personal hearings when the state eliminates that property for all similarly situated workers.

The individualized nature of due-process claims and the relative immunity of legislative bodies to them prove problematic for workers who experience broad restructuring of their workplaces. Though the result of such public-sector reorganization might be the termination of an individual employee, public-sector reforms often start with a legislative act or a broad regulatory decision. A property right that can be raised only against the executing entity (the employer) and not against the deciding body (the legislator) is a weak property right. But legislative bodies and their statutory outputs are not immune against takings claims. While a due-process right is considered to be exhausted by the legislative body’s deliberation, no similar assumption exists for takings.

Much like the boundaries between the public and private sector, the lines separating a property right under the Due Process Clause and a property right

135. See, e.g., Bd. of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 570 (1972) (“[T]he range of interests protected by procedural due process is not infinite.”); Wolf v. Larson, 897 F.2d 1409, 1412-13 (7th Cir. 1990) (holding that the repeal of a local ordinance did not harm an official’s due-process rights); Eiche v. La. Bd. of Elementary & Secondary Educ., 582 So. 2d 186, 190-91 & n.7 (La. 1991) (holding that a statutory framework fulfilled due-process requirements); Fumarolo v. Chi. Bd. of Educ., 566 N.E.2d 1283, 1307 (1990) (“[T]he legislative process itself created all the procedural safeguards necessary to provide the plaintiffs with due process.”).

136. See, e.g., Fumarolo, 566 N.E.2d at 1306-07 (holding that the statutory abrogation of tenure is not a constitutional due-process violation).


under the Takings Clause are fraught. Some courts do insist there is a distinction, but their explanations are sparse. For example, some courts, including the Supreme Court, have simply stated that welfare payments may be “property” within the meaning of the Due Process Clause but are not “property” covered by the Takings Clause. In determining the scope of protected property rights, courts can also rely on the level of certainty in the right and the possible discretion in its allocation. Such tests resemble the overall framework for identifying property interests of public-sector workers outlined in this Essay. Other courts, however, rely on custom or on categorical distinctions based on “types” of property. In other words, the case law evinces neither clear reasoning nor uniformity.

This lack of clarity has driven constitutional-law scholars to urge the courts to develop a uniform approach to constitutional property. Such an approach ought to be constructed around first principles of why property is protected in the first place—avoiding the arbitrariness of customary distinctions between what can and cannot constitute protected constitutional property.

* * *

139. See Cameron Misner, Toward a Uniform Meaning of the Fifth Amendment Property (draft paper) (on file with author) (reviewing the arguments for a uniform definition of property under the Fifth Amendment).

140. See Kizas v. Webster, 707 F.2d 524, 539 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (finding that the “presumption . . . that a ‘legitimate claim of entitlement’ rises to the level of ‘property’ protected by the takings clause . . . is without foundation”); Adams v. United States, 301 F.3d 1212, 1220 n.4 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (“[E]ntitlements are often referred to as ‘property interests’ within the meaning of the Due Process Clause in cases decided under that clause, but such references have no relevance to whether they are ‘property’ under the Takings Clause.”); Hignell-Stark v. City of New Orleans, 46 F.4th 317, 323 (5th Cir. 2022) (“But there’s a big difference between saying that something is property for purposes of procedural due process and saying that it is property for purposes of the Takings Clause.”).

141. See Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 261-63 (1970) (holding that welfare benefits are property that cannot be taken from individuals without due process); Hisquierdo v. Hisquierdo, 439 U.S. 572, 575-76 (1979) (holding that Congress may entirely eliminate social security benefits at any time); Kizas, 707 F.2d at 540.

142. See Bowers v. Whitman, 671 F.3d 905, 912 (9th Cir. 2012).

143. Hignell-Stark, 46 F.4th at 323.

144. Adams, 301 F.3d at 1225.

145. Stern, supra note 111, at 290-92; Laurence H. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 459 n.11 (1978) (“The body of rules determining which expectations constitute compensable property interests and which do not . . . plainly requires reconsideration in light of the broader definition of property interests now employed in the law of procedural due process. . . . There seems no good reason why the broader definition should not be extended to the takings context.”).
This Part first outlined the current parameters of job-security-as-constitutio-
nal-property claims in existing public-sector case law. It then elaborated on
three theories that justify how this established line of cases connects job security
to workers’ property entitlements in their jobs: a physical-property theory (job
security is a right to work in a particular physical space); a control-and-reliance
theory (job security entails a right to hold and control aspects of a job); and a
claim-making theory (job security connotes the ability to raise claims in court).
This Part then defended the transposition of this doctrine into the private-sector
workplace and described the limitations of claims brought under the Due Pro-
cess Clause.

Following the conceptual and pragmatic limitations of recognizing job secu-
rity as a property right under the Due Process Clause, the next Part will explore
the application of the Takings Clause. If workers hold a constitutional property
right tied to job security, how do the legal rules that remove job security func-
tion? And what are the effects of such a broad labor-market default?

III. AT-WILL RULES AND THEIR EFFECTS

Many workers don’t know it,\(^{146}\) but they are likely at-will employees.\(^ {147}\) This
means that they can be terminated for good reason, bad reason, or no reason at
all. In this Part, I will make the case that the at-will rule is first, a policy choice
not a law of nature; and second, a policy choice with broad and entrenched out-
comes for workers, their jobs, and their communities.

A. The At-Will Regime

At-will rules are the public policy of choice of forty-nine states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia.\(^ {148}\) There once was a time when at-will employment was a syn-
onym for freedom of contract against intervening legislation.\(^ {149}\) That time is no
more. Instead, at will is now considered mere statutory or common-law-based
state law.

Some exceptions to the at-will rule exist.\(^ {150}\) For example, courts have de-
veloped the public-policy exception, good-faith and fair-dealings doctrines, and

\(^{146}\) See Kim, supra note 11, at 106.
\(^{147}\) See supra note 9 and accompanying text.
\(^{148}\) Id.
\(^{149}\) Adair v. United States, 208 U.S. 161, 174 (1908) (treating at-will doctrine as equivalent to
liberty of contract); Coppage v. Kansas, 236 U.S. 1, 11 (1915) (same).
\(^{150}\) Restatement of Emp. L., supra note 9, § 2.02-2.05; Summers, supra note 10, at 70-75.
limited tort claims.\textsuperscript{151} Antidiscrimination statutes also include a prohibition on termination due to a worker’s protected characteristics. And labor law prohibits employers from intervening in concerted activities by workers by terminating them. Further, certain low-wage sectors now benefit from local just-cause provisions.\textsuperscript{152} And one state, Montana, has a general private-sector just-cause statute.\textsuperscript{153} Nevertheless, most scholars, while disagreeing about whether the cup is one-eighth full or seven-eighths empty,\textsuperscript{154} agree that the at-will rule is robust, aggressively enforced, and the lived experience for most U.S. workers.\textsuperscript{155}

At-will rules displaced the traditional common-law termination regime in the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{156} At common law, as chronicled in Blackstone’s Commentaries, a contract for the performance of labor was presumptively for one year, and termination before the contract’s term required “cause” and notice. As Blackstone described, the common-law default rule was job security:

If the hiring be general without any particular time limit, the law construes it to be a hiring for a year; upon a principle of natural equity, that the servant shall serve, and the master maintain him, throughout all the revolutions of the respective seasons, as well when there is work to be done, as when there is not . . . .\textsuperscript{157}

The common law required employers to give notice or, if no notice, a cause for termination. Damages for violating the common-law rule and terminating without cause were assessed in conjunction with the penalty owed for a lack of


\textsuperscript{152} Andrias & Hertel-Fernandez, supra note 11, at 4.

\textsuperscript{153} See supra note 9 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{155} Beermann & Singer, supra note 37, at 917.


\textsuperscript{157} 1 William Blackstone, Commentaries *413.
notice. Alternatively, workers who quit before the contract’s end were denied payments for services rendered. This was the law of the land for most of the eighteenth century, with varying degrees of enforcement across the states.

Contrary to the common-law rule, at-will employment today is a no-strings-attached labor contract. The history of the spread of at-will regimes throughout the United States is a subject of debate. But what is certain is that by the end of the nineteenth century, most states had replaced the common-law rule with new at-will defaults to govern open-ended employment contracts.

Scholars often characterize the shift from the common-law rule to the at-will rule as a bargain between workers and employers. Such rhetoric conjures an image of workers sitting around the national bargaining table, negotiating an agreement about the default terms and conditions of employment and, ultimately, deciding to waive partial compensation in case of termination for a no-cause and no-notice termination regime. That is not what happened. While the historical debate about the circumstances that led to the adoption of the at-will rule is ongoing, it is consensual that workers had no agency in creating the at-will rule and played a limited role in its spread across the nation.

This distinction is vital because at-will rules were not discovered roaming freely in the wild, nor were they negotiated by contract; rather, at-will rules were regulations imposed on workers by state legislatures and courts to the benefit of employers. Our clearest indication of what workers actually want, if given sufficient information and deliberation time, is their demands in collective bargaining. There, job security and just-cause rules are priorities.

The transition to the at-will regime is justified by the deal rhetoric according to which workers got flexibility and earned pay and employers got the at-will
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rule. In more contemporary discussions, at will is pushed by the state to serve public-facing goals, namely creating and facilitating flexible labor markets. The idea is that contractual flexibility in the labor market will maximize overall productivity.

Because at-will rules are anchored in public-policy justifications, courts despise intervening in them. In some cases, courts simply state that an exception to the at-will rule must be applied narrowly. In other cases, the public-facing consideration of workers’ rights is carried out by courts using a faux cost-benefit analysis, weighing workers’ job security against employers’ discretion. Consider, for example, the treatment of the at-will rule as public policy in a Tennessee court’s discussion of a claim for an exception to the at-will rule:

[B]ased upon our review of [employment at-will] we are compelled to note that any substantial change in the “employee-at-will” rule should first be microscopically analyzed regarding its effect on the commerce of this state. There must be protection from substantial impairment of the very legitimate interests of an employer in hiring and retaining the most qualified personnel available or the very foundation of the free enterprise system could be jeopardized . . . . Tennessee has made enormous strides in recent years in its attraction of new industry of high quality designed to increase the average per capita income of its citizens and thus, better the quality of their lives. The impact on the continuation of such influx of new businesses should be carefully considered before any substantial modification is made in the employee-at-will rule.

Note that enforcing the at-will rule is anchored in public-policy choices made by classic public-policy vehicles and for public use. The following is a short survey of at-will rules’ effects.

**B. At-Will Rules’ Effects**

At-will rules are both sticky and imperialist. They are sticky because, although at-will rules are mere contractual defaults, employees, courts, legislatures,
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and regulators struggle to modify or amend the rules once they are instituted.\footnote{Racabi, \textit{Abolish the Employer Prerogative}, supra note 4, at 115-121 (identifying legal and political mechanisms resisting legislative change in work law).} In other words, at-will rules are politically and legally entrenched. Then, at will is an imperialist doctrine because courts extended the at-will termination default to all other adverse employment decisions.\footnote{\textit{Restatement of Emp. L.}, supra note 9, \textsection 2.01.} For example, reduction in pay, failures to promote, and other workplace sanctions are also thought of as “at-will” because no substantive or procedural limitations on the employers’ power exist in at-will status, unless an employer chooses to bind itself.\footnote{But see \textit{Scott v. Pac. Gas & Elec. Co.}, 904 P.2d 834, 839 (Cal. 1995) (“Conceptually, there is no rational reason why an employer’s policy that its employees will not be demoted except for good cause, like a policy restricting termination or providing for severance pay, cannot become an implied term of an employment contract. In each of these instances, an employer promises to confer a significant benefit on the employee, and it is a question of fact whether that promise was reasonably understood by the employee to create a contractual obligation.”).}

Courts treat at-will employment as a particular category of arms-length contractual relations with very few contractual defenses available to workers.\footnote{See \textit{Beermann & Singer}, supra note 37, at 942-43.} For example, one of the implications of employment at-will is that, under the rules of most states, almost all employment contracts are susceptible to unilateral changes by the employer, typically without a notice requirement.\footnote{See \textit{Arnow-Richman}, supra note 11, at 437; Racabi, \textit{Balancing Is for Suckers}, supra note 7, at 102-03.}

The most explicit articulation of at will’s stickiness is how reluctant courts are to acknowledge contractual agreements rebutting the default. For example, courts did not recognize promises of “fair treatment” as refuting the at-will status of workers.\footnote{See \textit{LeBlanc v. United Parcel Serv.}, 972 F. Supp. 827, 831 (D. Vt. 1997).} A guarantee of “maximum job security” was also not enough.\footnote{See \textit{Smith v. Am. Greetings Corp.}, 804 S.W.2d 683, 686 (Ark. 1991).} It was also insufficient to alter at-will status with an employer statement of “full time, permanent employment,”\footnote{See \textit{Minihan v. Am. Pharm. Ass’n}, 812 F.2d 726, 727, 729 (D.C. Cir. 1987).} a guarantee that the worker’s job is safe “as long as she achieved her sales quota,”\footnote{See \textit{Rowe v. Montgomery Ward & Co.}, 473 N.W.2d 268, 270-71 (Mich. 1991).} or that the position is a “good cause” position.\footnote{See \textit{Guinn v. Bosque County}, 58 S.W.3d 194, 200 (Tex. Ct. App. 2001).} Those seemingly legitimate and binding contractual terms did not alter the default: at will.

At will makes enforcing all other workers’ protections, such as equal-opportunity laws, more difficult.\footnote{See \textit{Blades}, supra note 10, at 1413-14.} At will, as a default, places the burden on workers.
to demonstrate and prove the hostility, bad intention, and animus needed to triumph under some statutory provisions.\textsuperscript{183} Courts perceive common-law protections of workers as weaker in operation for at-will workers.\textsuperscript{184} Courts are reluctant to adopt exceptions to employers’ power,\textsuperscript{185} and they are hesitant to disrupt employers’ discretion.\textsuperscript{186}

At will is a policy-created desert where workplace protections cannot grow without a significant investment of legal and political resources unparalleled in other legal systems. This Part drew out some of the consequences of at-will rules and the stripping of job security. The next Part will outline the main contours of the legal argument claiming at will is a constitutional violation.

\textbf{IV. AT-WILL RULES AS A TAKING}

For the large majority of people, their job is their principal asset. They have invested their skill and their strength in the job: Just as the Government may . . . for the public good, deprive a person of land and other property, so it may be . . . that a person may have to sacrifice his job. But in both cases a rule of social ethics requires that he who sacrifices an asset should receive a fair amount of compensation.\textsuperscript{187}

Private-sector workers lost job security in the transition from a common-law termination regime to an at-will regime—and they continue to be deprived of job security by courts’ aggressive enforcement of the at-will rule. Similarly, public-sector employees lose job security in civil-service reforms to the baseline termination rules. As job security is a form of workers’ property, the state commits a taking when it deprives workers of job security.

The Fifth Amendment to the Constitution stipulates that “private property [shall not] be taken for public use, without just compensation.”\textsuperscript{188} Some state constitutions contain similar constraints on the State’s taking authority as well.\textsuperscript{189} Although contemporary takings law is complex and intricate, resembling
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an “escape room,” the basic takings claim requires three elements: (1) a property (2) being taken for public use (3) without just compensation.

Part I of this Essay established the existing link between job security and constitutional property entitlements. Part II argued for the expansion of job protection as constitutional property beyond the public sector and the Due Process Clause; Part III then outlined the property deserts that states’ at-will rules create. This Part will now outline a takings claim: when an at-will rule displaces an alternative job-security regime, or when at-will rules are enforced by state actors to prevent workers from obtaining job security, workers’ property has been taken and just compensation is due.

Takings involve “benefits received at the expense of another”—not simply the annihilation of property. With at-will employment, employers enjoy the taking of workers’ reliance interests. But at-will rules are not simple theft; instead, as I described in Section III.B, at-will rules were cemented for public-policy reasons. And courts cite these public-policy reasons when enforcing at-will employment contracts, or when refusing to narrow or constrain the law. In the three direct theories tying job security to property—the legal-claim-making, dependence, and physical-property-rights theories—what the state takes with at-will rules, employers receive. All three theories can be conceptualized as distributing power and control in a zero-sum game. Control over the physical workplace an employee occupies is with either the employee or the employer. Reliance on continued work either belongs to the employee or belongs to the employer to reallocate or terminate completely. Legal claim-making, whose absence is a hallmark of at-will employment, comes at the direct expense of an obligated employer. At will immunizes an otherwise liable employer.

Takings can be done via physical possession or invasion of a physical space, and by regulation too. Contemporary doctrine, articulated in Cedar Point Nursery v. Hassid, considers “whether the government has physically taken property for itself or someone else—by whatever means,” thus triggering a physical takings claim, “or has instead restricted a property owner’s ability to use his own property,” thus triggering a regulatory takings claim. One distinction between physical and regulatory takings claims is that an uncompensated physical taking is per se unconstitutional while the constitutionality of an uncompensated
regulatory taking depends on the extent to which the property’s use and value are limited.

Out of the three theories connecting just-cause employment and property interests, one theory relies on a physical notion of property and taking. Under the physical theory of job security, workers’ property right in their jobs entails their right to physically occupy workplace space and denies the employer’s authority to physically remove them from that space without just cause. Accepting this physical theory of job-security-as-property would trigger a per se analysis of at-will rules. At-will rules allow the mass physical relocation of employees by removing their legal right to remain in the workplace, and they do so without compensation. They are, thus, unconstitutional.

Other theories linking job security and property do not foreground the physical aspect. But in all theories at-will rules limit to a significant extent the ability of the worker to utilize their property. Under the reliance theory, at-will rules explicitly remove the most significant benefit workers draw from just-cause employment: a legitimate right of reliance. Sure, workers can still gain alternative forms of reliance on the job, just as property owners can still find income outside their specific regulated property, but the reliance right that stems from a different default-termination rule, or a different public-sector law, is regulated away by at-will rules. At-will rules remove such reliance not in one fell swoop, but in an ongoing manner—repeatedly, and across the lifespan of all workers. Theories of job security as property anchored in other legal rights stemming from job security, or ones that hold job security as a necessary and sufficient condition to the creation of property, are limited in the same extensive and continued ways by at-will rules.

The first context in which a takings claim against an at-will regime can be made is as a shield—protecting public-sector workers from changes in their termination regime. The second context, and the more radical one, is as a sword—attacking the prevailing at-will rules in the private sector.

What follows is by no means a complete argument. It is best treated, instead, as a proof of concept or an outline for an argument. The intuition is that workers lost something essential and constitutionally significant in the transition to at-will employment. And, with sufficient development, workers can have constitutional recourse through the Takings Clause.
A. *Takings as a Shield*

Public-sector employees constitute a large expenditure within government budgets.\(^{195}\) As a result, the allocation of government jobs—and the terms and conditions of public-sector workers’ employment contracts—are often politically contested.\(^{196}\) Public-sector workers and their unions have advocated against austerity and privatization of the public sector.\(^{197}\) Attacks on civil service vary in scope and depth.\(^{198}\) Massive reforms often target civil public-sector job security, stripping tenure or hindering grievance procedures.\(^{199}\) Such attacks can also include restricting collective-bargaining rights or unilaterally terminating or modifying collective-bargaining agreements.\(^{200}\) All of these examples are commonplace components of “fiscally responsible,” conservative public-sector reforms.\(^{201}\) Through these reforms, public agencies seek to cut workers’ job security, transforming workers’ status to at will.

For public-sector workers, as for private-sector workers, at-will status eliminates more than just job security. Government at-will employees lack certain constitutional protections that workers with job security enjoy.\(^{202}\) Thus, the stakes of public-sector reform are high.

Rules and statutes classifying public-sector workers as at-will employees have been attacked constitutionally.\(^{203}\) These attacks clarify that while at-will
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workers may enjoy fewer constitutional protections, the act of classifying or reclassifying workers as at-will can be susceptible to constitutional scrutiny. This distinction between courts’ ability to scrutinize particular managerial decisions regarding at-will workers and their ability to scrutinize state classifications of whole classes of workers in a category of employment makes sense. The rationale for limiting scrutiny in the first type of cases is to avoid micromanaging the government as an employer. This rationale weakens as the scope of state action includes more workers, agencies, and departments.

Constitutional pushback against such broad public-sector reforms usually comes from public-sector unions. Those constitutional attacks on reforms tend to focus on the Contract Clause or on state constitutional protections of workers’ collective-bargaining rights. One example of a legal challenge to reform efforts, albeit an unsuccessful one, was brought by workers’ unions in Texas. There, advancing a theory of job security as physical property, unions argued that privatizing their particular government office, including terminating their jobs and transferring the physical office space and equipment to private hands, was an unconstitutional taking. Although the case suffered significant headwinds, its core complaint was similar to the claim I outline here, which may become more commonplace considering contemporary attacks on tenure and civil-service systems.

Consider another recent example of constitutional pushback against public-sector reform efforts. Missouri had a merit-based personnel administration system since 1945. This system gave certain workers seniority consideration in position allocation, grievance procedures, and, most notably for our purpose, just-cause and notice requirements. Public-sector labor regulations allowed
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public-sector workers to unionize and sign collective-bargaining agreements with the state.

In 2018, however, the Missouri legislature enacted SB 1007, which excluded most public-sector workers from its merit system and mandated the state treat those workers as “at-will”:

Except as otherwise provided in section 36.030 all employees of the state shall be employed at will, may be selected in the manner deemed appropriate by their respective appointing authorities, shall serve at the pleasure of their respective appointing authorities, and may be discharged for no reason or any reason not prohibited by law . . . .

Public-sector unions filed claims arguing that SB 1007’s creation of at-will status for large segments of the state’s public sector violates their state-constitutional right to organize and engage in collective bargaining. These claims did not persuade the Missouri Supreme Court.

Workers are often powerless when facing such legislative reform efforts. Since the state legislature is the entity acting to strip workers of their job security, and the legislative process is generally understood to comport with the requirements of due process, procedural-due-process claims are practically useless. The Missouri litigation effort reveals that some state constitutions offer guarantees that might be plausibly invoked to counter such reforms. But those efforts don’t seem to be effective—or at least not yet.

On rare occasions, public-sector workers do raise constitutional takings claims when they are terminated. But those claims are generally treated as mere rhetorical tropes not deserving of in-depth analysis. Some scholars treat workers’ takings claims as within the realm of legal possibility, but still unrealistic. This Essay demonstrates that takings claims ought to have a role in the constitutional toolbox of public sector workers and unions fighting against the precarization of the state. Removing workers’ job security is an unconstitutional
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takings as taking of workers’ property entitlements. For example, this kind of claim can be used when public-sector universities’ employees are threatened with tenure stripping and removal.219

B. Takings as a Sword

As a sword, the at-will-as-takings claim can attack the at-will regimes currently in effect. There are two possible structures for such a claim. The first is that workers enjoyed property rights under the common-law termination rule prior to the at-will regime. The property right in a job created by job security was taken from workers when the at-will regime was instituted and each time the at-will rule is enforced by courts. The second possible claim is that the at-will rule is a preemptive or definitional taking that establishes a status quo of no workers’ property rights in their jobs.

The basic structure of the first argument is a takings claim against the state for displacing a common-law rule that provided workers with property entitlements in their job. At-will rules took property from employees and transferred those property rights to employers for public-policy reasons, with no compensation.

Common-law rules are complex and intertwined. Pinpointing which rule the at-will rule actually displaced can be challenging.220 But the critical question is whether, under the previous common-law default rules, employees could expect their employers not to unilaterally terminate them.221 In modern parlance, did workers enjoy a just-cause regime or an equivalent protection?222 Many factors might affect that question: the period of employment, the type of working relations, the specific sector and occupation, and more. But the fundamental question is about the nature of the parties’ relations and their expectations – an answer, or at least a beginning of an inquiry can start from the mutual expectations Blackstone outlines in the commentaries.223

Similar sword-like claims have been made against at-will rules, but all of the claims I found eventually fizzled out of courts without decisions made on the merits. For example, the Supreme Court of Arizona adopted a public-policy
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exception to at-will rules, protecting terminated workers who were asked to expose themselves in front of a crowd.\textsuperscript{224} Arizona’s legislature responded by codifying the at-will status of Arizona workers in the Employment Protection Act of 1996 (EPA 1996), limiting the scope of judicial review of at-will status terminations.\textsuperscript{225} Following the enactment of the law, several employees, while litigating unlawful-termination claims, challenged the constitutionality of EPA 1996.\textsuperscript{226} Those claims eventually coalesced into a showdown between the Supreme Court of Arizona and the state’s legislature about the respective authority of each state actor, setting aside workers’ claims about the state-constitutional harms caused to them by solidifying the at-will rule.\textsuperscript{227}

EPA 1996 created a work-law rights desert, stripping workers of possible workplace legal claims. If job security is connected to property through the assortment of legal claims available to workers, then reforms like EPA 1996 are clear takings. Before the EPA 1996, workers’ status enabled certain legal claims that are now void. If job security stands for the ability to make claims against termination, or if workers had a property right in those legal claims, then workers have a valid takings claim.

Note that there is no need to trace a plaintiff who transitioned from the common law to at will to make this type of taking claim. This was not a requirement in takings cases like \textit{Cedar Point Nursery v. Hassid}, where there was no mandate to find a suitable plaintiff in continuous business from before the enactment of the California labor law. The regulation in and of itself was a taking of property, even if all of California’s agribusinesses were incorporated after the regulation was in place.\textsuperscript{228}

\textit{Cedar Point} also expanded takings from a temporal occurrence to a structural one. Instead of recognizing as takings only instances where A, a legal entity, had property that was taken from them, \textit{Cedar Point}-type arguments imply a situation where B’s relations to a complete and uninterrupted property entitlement is severed by state action—a preemptive or definitional taking.

Agribusinesses in California formed after the Agriculture Labor Relations Act\textsuperscript{229} was enacted still suffered a taking of their property simply by not being


\textsuperscript{229} Cal. Lab. Code § 1140 (Deering (2024)).
able to take advantage of their full physical property for a full 365 days a year. The challenged law enacted a taking simply by preventing, or preempting, beneficial utilization. A similar argument can be made about at-will rules.

Here, at-will rules take workers’ property by serving as a default that obstructs a path along which property interests might run. The benchmark analysis in cases involving these rules, as in Cedar Point, is not chronological—what happened before the adoption of the taking regulation (the California Agriculture Labor Code or the at-will rule)—but structural—what happens alongside it. Alongside the at-will regime is a for-cause one, and by setting the default to at-will, the state takes property rights otherwise available to workers.

V. THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

The right of the masters to confer names extends so far that one should allow oneself to grasp the origin of language itself as the expression of the power of the rulers: they say “this is such and such”, they put their seal on each thing and event with a sound and in the process take possession of it.

—FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE

Extending constitutional property rights in employment beyond the public sector and its confining procedural-due-process framework not only generates new legal claims, but also sheds light on important theoretical debates in legal scholarship.

I focus here on two ongoing conversations: the discussion about takings and democratic institutions following Cedar Point and a related strand of scholarship examining new possibilities for progressive and labor-oriented constitutionalism.

A. Property and the Takings Clause

In Cedar Point Nursery v. Hassid, the Supreme Court nullified a California regulation that allowed union organizers the right of limited access to farms in order to reach farmworkers. The Court interpreted the law as a physical taking because the law took away the farm owners’ right to exclude the organizers from their property.231


The state law, in place since the 1970s, was enacted after decades of farmworkers’ labor organizing.232 Farmworkers are excluded from the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) and have no right to organize under federal law. But following some of the most challenging organizing campaigns in the United States, in the 1960s, California began to experiment with agricultural labor-relations regulations,233 culminating in the enactment of the California Agricultural Labor Relations Act. Soon after enactment, the new law survived the same type of constitutional takings claim that was raised in Cedar Point and it remained in place for about five decades.234 The law has some known failures,235 but none relate to the lack of growers’ rights. In fact, since the law has been in place, labor power has waned significantly and employers’ power has grown exponentially.236

Labor-rights-oriented scholars were alarmed by Cedar Point.237 They lamented that the Court was missing that, although the California regulation may be a taking of growers’ property, it could be justified on public-policy grounds, including those the Supreme Court has recognized as necessary to consider in takings analysis (like public health).238

Scholars also sounded the alarm over the implications the ruling might have for antidiscrimination laws or antiretaliation protections that prevent an employer from terminating an employee for prohibited reasons, both of which now might be vulnerable to a takings challenge on the ground that an employer has a right to exclude anyone they wish.239 Additionally, the administrative state’s capacity to operate depends on its ability to send inspectors onto employers’ property. Terminating this capacity could deal a devastating blow to the already flailing capabilities of the U.S. administrative apparatus, especially in worker and environmental areas.240
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Overall, scholarly critiques paint a portrait of a Supreme Court that guards propertied interests against the will, benefit, and well-being of the majority of the United States. The Court is framed as dismembering the democratic institutions of self-governance—from unions to the administrative state—and thus becoming an antidemocratic force in the U.S. political economy.241

Others, perhaps sharing the core of these criticisms, note that the path is not necessarily as predetermined and bleak. First, some scholars note that temporal limitations might apply to takings claims.242 The tack, they suggest, is to argue that many potential regulatory takings claims are arguably time barred, and the potentially vulnerable regulations have come to constitute a de facto part of the common-law background rules and are therefore immune from takings claims.243 Other scholars point out that although takings doctrine has become more powerful and cryptic, it has a built-in vulnerability to solve that Gordian knot: the government can pay for what it takes.244 Thus, even if the Supreme Court declares large swaths of action by the administrative state to be takings, the government can pay for what it takes and cure the alleged unconstitutionality.

I do not dispute any of those arguments. But I do dispute the underlying implicit agreement of those scholars with the Supreme Court regarding who holds property rights worthy of constitutional protections on the job. We need not accept that constitutional property belongs to employers, leaving proworker scholars and advocates struggling to find ways to challenge or circumvent the Takings Clause. Employers certainly did not approach takings from this defensive posture. Employers fought their battle over the basic defaults, namely, who has property on the job? Who is entitled to make workplace decisions? What are the default conditions of termination? They forced workers and their advocates into an uphill battle of finding workarounds: building an administrative state to enforce work laws, creating statutory and court-based exceptions to at will, and carving up the employer’s prerogative. Efforts to circumvent the employer-tilted property defaults wind up being litigated in courts, watered down, evaded in a whack-a-mole fashion—and, on occasion, abolished.

What I offer is a different premise and a different critique of Cedar Point-type decisions: a claim that workers hold property in their jobs. My position about the kinds of factors that create workers’ property rights in the job is a limited one. I stick to workers with job security. Courts already recognize those kinds of relations as property entitlements in the job. With a supermajority conservative
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Supreme Court in place poised to eviscerate existing work-law institutions, I see no legal or analytical reason to concede any of the Court’s premises. Significantly, perhaps, not the basic ones.

B. Property and Progressive Constitutionalism

The constitutional stakes of this debate about the scope of the Takings Clause extend beyond the specific clause itself to a broader ongoing conversation about progressive constitutionalism. This Essay adds a new facet to this debate—a progressive utilization of constitutional property.

Contemporary writings on the connections between the Constitution and political economy identify two constitutional frames: the bosses’ constitutional vision245 and the New Deal’s constitutional structure.246 The former manifests in a line of Supreme Court cases protecting freedom of speech, freedom of religion,247 employers’ property rights, and more. The latter is anchored in ninety-year-old precedent defending New Deal legislation, such as the NLRA and the Fair Labor Standards Act, from constitutional attacks.

Both constitutional visions are bad for contemporary workers, labor, and their progressive allies. New Deal constitutionalism, almost by definition, and definitively in practice, is a losing legal and political position. New Deal institutions are profoundly exclusionary, allocating work-law protections and rights, with all the political-economy benefits those inclusions entail, to workers that were historically white, male breadwinners. Even today, institutions remain modeled on their image.248 Legally, New Deal constitutionalism asserts only that laws and institutions protecting workers’ rights are not necessarily violative of the
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Constitution, not that they are constitutionally required. Additionally, at their very best, the New Deal’s major constitutionally valid legislative wins cemented policies fitting for a New Deal-era industrial-relations system, very far from a service-, information-, and platform-centered economy. And while defending the existing regulatory system on the one hand, the New Deal constitutional regime gave employers the keys to altering it, making whatever constitutional triumphs workers had practically meaningless.

For a while, it seemed like the choice was between those two bad options: the bosses’ constitutional vision or New Deal constitutionalism. But new scholarship urges us to envision alternative ways of structuring the relationship between the state, labor, and capital. Scholars have uncovered lost constitutional histories and identified new constitutional meanings in contemporary labor actions. These scholars seek to develop new progressive and labor-power-oriented constitutional visions.

Joseph Fishkin and William E. Forbath remind contemporary audiences of a lost, or forgotten, progressive constitutional vision they call “democracy of opportunity,” encompassing substantive demands and non-litigation-focused modes of constitutional politics. Substantively, this constitutional vision includes a concern over the concentration of power (political and economic) in the hands of the few, striving toward a mass of people enjoying middle-class life, and an emphasis on inclusion for an array of various social groups, genders, ethnicities, and races. Fishkin and Forbath trace the long history of this vision and call for its strategic utilization in contemporary constitutional politics.

Strategically, Fishkin and Forbath embrace a turn away from the courts, treating litigation and even court victories as detrimental to the actualization of
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their vision. This vision was forgotten and forsaken by politicians and activists around the 1970s and is waiting, as Forbath and Fishkin describe, to be rediscovered.

Kate Andrias identifies an incipient constitutional program within the past two decades of labor activity. Andrias translates contemporary labor actions and legal strategies into explicit “small c” constitutional demands. For example, she proposes that we understand Starbucks workers’ organizing as a constitutional rejection of the public-private dichotomy in constitutional law. She conceptualizes workers’ material demands and policy wins (especially at the state level) as an embrace of constitutional social and economic rights. In addition, she urges us to understand labor’s decades-long attempts to include previously excluded populations in New-Deal-type regulations as a welcome emphasis on broader constitutional inclusivity.

Andrias frames the contemporary right-wing constitutional onslaught as a response to this nascent vision. We are witnessing a constitutional cold war between labor and capital. Still, for some pragmatic reasons, capital’s constitutional actions are well-articulated and argued before the courts, but labor’s is not.

In recent writing, Diana Reddy identifies, and suggests we reject, labor’s traditional role as an apolitical vehicle for increasing consumers’ consumption. According to Reddy, such a role necessitates an economic consumer-oriented cost-benefit analysis attached to all labor-related policy questions. Post-New Deal unions embraced their apolitical roles, abrogating the more holistic political stance they took before the New Deal, which Reddy calls to be reawakened.

These authors all recognize three vantage points in the contemporary constitutional analysis of labor and workplace issues: the New Deal constitutional mandate, the bosses’ constitutional plan, and contemporary labor’s emerging vision. They all call for the articulation of a progressive and labor-oriented constitutional project.

I want to make two contributions to this debate. First, workers’ property in their jobs can serve as the foundation of this constitutional vision. And second,
the role of the state vis-à-vis workers, though benevolent at times, has never been a haven. True, California agricultural labor laws may have offered some potential for limited organizing wins. But ultimately the state’s role in structuring labor relations is not only that of enforcing progressive labor regulations or equal-opportunity legislation. The state, first and foremost in the labor market, enforces the at-will rule.

As might be clear, suggesting that just-cause workers have constitutional property rights in their jobs does not mean that those workers cannot be terminated or that laws governing workplace termination cannot pass. Takings happen. Property is not an ultimate trump-all right. But it is a right nonetheless; property has both practical legal connotations and value-laden normative significance. Property can represent security, autonomy, self-governance, responsibility, independence, and entitlement. Ignoring those values or accepting the assumption that they belong solely to employers is a dangerous and unnecessary concession.

Current workers and unions use this constitutional tool to their advantage; their problem, as I view it, is of scale, not meaning. Property rights on the job make sense if understood as control, physical place, or a right to a legal claim. Workers’ property rights to their jobs make sense to workers who see their workplace ties become precarious and severed.

Workers’ property doesn’t make sense for those who see the administrative state as the sole basis for workers’ power. Property indicates control. And workers’ control has always been in tension with some broader societal goals that progressives wanted to achieve. Workers’ voices and power face significant pushback, even from the most labor-facing President that the United States has seen in fifty years. And because workers’ unions are abysmally weak at this point, the kneejerk response is to protect the strongholds that progressives maintain—the administrative state and some states and local governments.

What public sector workers are fighting for—often against the federal government—is autonomy and control. Workers are fighting against physical exclusion from their community and lifeline and for their ability to actualize their rights. This different vision for constitutionalism is worth pausing on.
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CONCLUSION

The lynchpin of takings jurisprudence is the question of who owns property; without property ownership, there can be no taking under the Fifth Amendment. Following Cedar Point, courts are now facing a flood of claims by employers that New Deal-type regulations interfere with their property rights.269 For example, in Glacier Northwest, a recent case at the U.S. Supreme Court about the NLRA’s preemption of state torts, an employer argued that if the NLRA barred it from bringing tort suits against its striking workers, the statute “took” its property under the Takings Clause.270

By taking for granted the answer to the question of who owns property in the workplace, work law enshrines a distributional tilt in favor of employers. Expanding our understanding of who owns property at work for constitutional purposes could have far-reaching consequences. At-will rules have a devastating effect on workers’ rights, but as long as we accept that only employers have property rights at work, we erase the harms to workers.

Recognizing workers’ property rights in their jobs enables a new challenge to at-will rules: a constitutional takings claim. Drawing on decades of public-sector workers’ litigation, I identify an established connection between job security and property rights. At-will rules negate job security, transfer whatever property entitlements workers have in their jobs to their bosses, and wreak havoc on workers’ lives and the broader political economy. This Essay then provided two arguments defending from and attacking at-will rules.

“Who owns the property?” is a central question to our constitutional order and political economy. The answer is not set in stone, despite existing doctrines holding that only employers have property rights in jobs. In eliminating job security and bringing about a political economy of precarity, U.S. employers have lost the right to such legal and political assets. Workers, unions, scholars, and activists should strive to constitutionally name their rights, hold the state accountable for taking them, and claim their property back.271
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